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Dutch Irrigation Engineers and Their 
(Post-) Colonial Irrigation Networks

Maurits W. Ertsen

 Introduction

In 1920, at the age of twenty-four, student Paul de Gruyter graduated as 
civil engineer from Delft Polytechnic (nowadays Delft University of 
Technology) in the Netherlands. On 7 September of the same year, he was 
appointed as engineer in the Netherlands East Indian Department of Public 
Works. The fresh engineer was added to the staff of the Head of the 
Irrigation Department Tjimanoek in Cheribon, Western Java. In this chap-
ter, the career steps and decisions of De Gruyter allow us to discuss three 
issues that explore relations between the local and the global for Dutch 
irrigation engineers in the twentieth century. Using De Gruyter’s career and 
his moves around the globe as the central narrative, this chapter will discuss 
how the Dutch irrigation engineering network managed to emerge and 
continue by defining what its members considered ‘good practice’.
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Three features of De Gruyter’s career allow the building of a larger nar-
rative about locally based Dutch irrigation expertise in a changing global 
world:

First, De Gruyter’s education in Delft allowed him to enter the work-
ing hierarchy of the East Indian Department of Public Works. 
Unlike the first generations of East Indian engineers, De Gruyter 
was specifically trained and educated for working in the colony. As 
with most of his colleagues within the East Indian Public Works 
Department, De Gruyter became a member of the Association of 
East Indian Civil Engineers (Vereniging voor Waterstaatsingenieurs, 
VWI). In 1925 he became the secretary of the Sub-Association for 
Cheribon in the VWI. In 1926 he became the treasurer of the VWI 
itself. What exactly happened in the months after De Gruyter 
returned to Java in 1928 is not clear, but in 1929 he resigned as 
member of the VWI.

Second, his resignation could be related to a major disappointment in his 
irrigation-based career. Once in the Netherlands East Indies, De 
Gruyter became involved in a key debate on water distribution. 
However, his proposals were not readily accepted and he seems to have 
left the irrigation field. In 1933, De Gruyter returns in the archival 
record as an engineer with the Javanese State Railway Company 
(JSRC). In April 1934, he became the Head of the Experimental 
Bureau for Rolling Stock of JSRC. Although his particular move will 
appear as non- typical, it was possible because other engineering fields 
had emerged as well.

Third, a little over a year later, in August 1935, Paul de Gruyter returned 
to the world of water, but in The Netherlands: he was appointed as 
Head of the Technical Service of the Rijnland Water Board (one of the 
largest and oldest of such boards in the country). He remained the 
Chief Engineer of Rijnland until 1958, when he moved to a position 
with the United Nations in Syria. In 1961, he moved to Cyprus for the 
same organization. After 1945, colonial engineers had become—actu-
ally had been made, as I will show—international experts, which 
allowed De Gruyter to return to the international field.
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Good practices entered Dutch engineering education, with new pro-
fessional practices only partially restructuring that same education. It will 
become clear that after 1945, when Dutch local irrigation engineering 
went global, that same irrigation engineering remained strongly based on 
what had become undisputable practices—which were the approaches 
that had become the standard in East Indian practice. Even when the 
Dutch way of doing things was challenged in the new international arena 
of irrigation development—as the engineers from France and Britain had 
gone through a similar process of decolonization—Dutch post-1945 irri-
gation practice and education remained firmly rooted in East Indian 
practice.

Paul de Gruyter retired in 1964, when Dutch international irrigation 
expertise was well regarded and much sought. He passed away in The 
Netherlands in May 1975, at the age of seventy-nine. De Gruyter was 
both a typical and non-typical colonial engineer of his time. Going from 
graduating to colonial practice was something about one third of Delft’s 
graduates did—De Gruyter was in good company there. Moving from 
irrigation to trains, however, was not very common. De Gruyter’s subse-
quent move to a Dutch water board was not typical either. However, 
becoming active in the international world of engineering when most 
colonies had become independent nations again was something many 
Dutch engineers did. As such, De Gruyter not only represents his own 
choices, but also those of his many colleagues that shaped Dutch colonial 
irrigation practices. Without claiming that De Gruyter was one of the 
major players in East India—although he was very active—he was clearly 
one of the individuals who built Dutch colonial and international 
engineering.

 Education and Institutions

Almost a century before Paul de Gruyter came to East India, colonial 
irrigation engineering made its first moves. The first colonial irrigation 
efforts—which were actually by Dutch civil servants, as engineers were 
not available yet—emerged in about 1830, focusing on regulating water 
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distribution for sugar cane cultivation on Java. Sugar cane was the most 
important irrigated commercial crop by far; it was cultivated on Javanese 
fields by European factories. When in the 1840s and 1850s several fam-
ines occurred on Java, the colonial state included irrigation for rice farm-
ing in its policies as well. As a result, the colonial irrigation discourse has 
been dominated by the relation between sugar cane versus rice—a topic 
that will return below.1

The establishment of a Bureau of Public Works in 1854 was a political 
recognition of the potential role of engineers and technical support in 
colonial irrigation development. The engineers remained subordinate to 
the Civil Service, however. In 1885, the Bureau of Public Works became 
independent from the general Civil Service. The new Department of 
Public Works became the centre of irrigation activities. In 1890, the 
General Irrigation Plan for Java defined nineteen irrigation projects to be 
developed; a few other projects were included in 1907.

Although the East Indian context confronted the engineers with severe 
drainage and flooding problems, the East Indies demanded a struggle for 
water quite different from the mother country. In this respect the engi-
neers had to start pretty much from scratch. The East Indies were strange, 
in terms of natural aspects, geography, distances, population and so on.2 
As engineers lacked knowledge of the East Indian situation, they con-
structed one of their first canals with locks, as if the canal were in The 
Netherlands. Until well into the twentieth century these locks in Demak, 
Central Java, waited for ships that never came.

The colonial engineers were raised in the Dutch water tradition: they 
had been trained to fight against water. In 1879, an Irrigation Commission 
made a plea for dedicated irrigation education for colonial engineers.3 
Establishing an irrigation course, to be taught in Delft by an experienced 
engineer from the Indies, was seen as an absolute necessity. The report 
acknowledged that some irrigation design guidebooks were available, 
most of them in French, but these were not aimed at Java, although the 
‘Cours d’agriculture et d’hydraulique agricole’ included some discussions 
on rice.4

Dedicated educational programmes for colonial civil servants had 
been available from the early nineteenth century.5 In 1842 Baud, Minister 
for Colonial Affairs, decreed that all higher positions within the colonial 
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service were reserved for candidates who had been educated in the 
Netherlands. By royal decision of 8 January 1842 the Royal Academy in 
Delft was formally established.6 Only a diploma from this institution 
opened up appointment to the higher ranks in the colonial civil service. 
Next to colonial civil servants, the Academy educated engineers. Five dif-
ferent programmes of four years were offered: civil engineering, mining 
engineering for the colonies, building engineering, mechanical engineer-
ing and commercial engineering.7 In the first two years of the study pro-
gramme, the prospective engineers and civil servants shared several 
courses.

In its first year, the Academy counted forty-six students: ten students 
were studying to enter the civil service and thirty-six received their train-
ing within the Department of General Studies, which hosted the engi-
neering programmes. In 1843 the Academy hosted 117 students, 142 in 
1844 and 170  in 1845.8 Within the engineering programmes the civil 
engineering study was the most popular by far: in 1864, 183 from the 
total 207 graduates in the Department of General Studies had chosen 
civil engineering.9 With the application of the new Dutch educational 
law on 30 June 1864 the Academy was abolished. The Department of 
General Studies became the Polytechnic School. The monopoly of Delft 
on educating civil servants disappeared, as programmes were established 
in Leiden and Batavia as well; furthermore, the civil service programme 
in Delft was no longer part of the Polytechnic.10 Until 1905, the 
Polytechnic School was formally registered as secondary professional edu-
cation, but in that year the School gained academic status and a pro-
gramme of five years.11

Even though specific attention on East Indian issues was not included 
in the engineering programmes, the Netherlands East Indian Department 
of Public Works connected itself clearly with the Delft engineering 
school. In 1874 it decreed that anyone seeking employment with the 
Department for civil engineering needed a degree from Delft.12 All in all, 
some 25 to 30% of Delft graduates went to the Indies.13 Although the 
engineers from Delft did not perform too badly in irrigation develop-
ment from a technical point of view before the establishment of an irriga-
tion course, the call for dedicated attention in the Delft curriculum for 
hydraulic engineering issues from the East Indies, particularly ‘irrigation 
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and other Works in non-flat and tropical regions’, was strong from the 
beginning.14

The pleas for dedicated attention basically emphasized differences in 
technical (e.g. soils, climate, building materials) and social (e.g. laws and 
regulations, language, administration) issues between the motherland 
and the colony. An added argument was that a civil engineer in the East 
Indies had to work on his own. He was not participating in a larger team 
or guided by senior colleagues; he was often the single authority in a large 
region and responsible for many more tasks than his fellow engineer 
would be in the Netherlands. The Dutch engineers were no particular 
admirers of the quality of education for colonial engineers in Britain, but 
British attention to dedicated preparations for service in the colony of 
their engineers was considered an example to follow.15

In 1906, negotiations between the Ministry for Colonial Affairs and 
Delft Polytechnic resulted in nominating a civil engineer on leave from 
the colony to give the required dedicated course on hydraulic engineer-
ing on Java; the course was not obligatory for all civil engineering stu-
dents. Engineer Grinwis Plaat, who had worked on several locations in 
the colony on a variety of issues, was this first lecturer. In 1908 his tem-
porary nomination was changed into a permanent position as extraordi-
nary professor in hydraulic engineering. On 1 January 1910 Grinwis 
Plaat retired as professor. In 1919, after several short-term professor-
ships, Haringhuizen was the first regular professor who stayed for a lon-
ger time, until 1938.

In 1920, the same year De Gruyter graduated, the Polytechnic School 
for the Netherlands East Indies in Bandoeng, Java, was opened, with civil 
engineering and irrigation as major subjects. The institution was designed 
to suit East Indian needs. The engineers trained in Bandoeng were sup-
posed to find employment in the colony. The educational system and 
programme of Delft were taken as the models to follow, but adaptations 
were made. In Bandoeng the whole programme was obligatory, which 
was only a small contrast to Delft with its few optional courses. The sub-
committee thought that the drawing courses would offer some choice to 
students in Bandoeng; they could draw those subjects they were most 
interested in. ‘Such freedom would typically be more beneficial than 
damaging to the programme.’16

 M. W. Ertsen
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 Hierarchy and Water Distribution

Unlike his predecessors, De Gruyter was trained specifically for his work 
as irrigation engineer in the East Indies. At the time of his graduation 
from Delft, attention for irrigation engineering was firmly settled within 
both the Delft and Bandoeng engineering schools. During his stay in 
Delft, De Gruyter would have taken some of his senior courses with the 
new professor Haringhuizen. Very soon after graduating, on 7 September 
1920, engineer De Gruyter was appointed in the Netherlands East Indian 
Department of Public Works, more specifically to the staff of the Head of 
the Irrigation Department Tjimanoek in Cheribon, Western Java. His 
engineering career seemed to go well. In November 1925, he was pro-
moted to engineer second class and moved to a new position within the 
Central Water Board Office for the Princely States in Soerakarta, Central 
Java.

As an engineer of the third class, De Gruyter’s duties would have 
focused on making technical drawings, and possibly travelling around to 
map and report on the area. Even after 1925, when he became engineer 
of the second class,17 his work would still have been closely controlled by 
his superiors, as much as the work of the regional office was to be con-
trolled by the Department of Public Works in Batavia. When designs and 
associated design documents were to be finalized in the Netherlands East 
Indies, the engineer designer sent the document to the Department. 
After approval, the documents were sent to the Director of the Department 
of Public Works, who asked for a governmental decision. Such a proce-
dure was not always appreciated by engineers in the field. ‘The project 
was approved [by Public Works] but with the announcement that it had 
to be completely rewritten. […] One of my engineers worked on it for 
half a year. […] Another remark concerning that project was that in 
future I had to send such projects for approval in pencil first. […] one 
was exceptionally surprised there that I reacted somewhat annoyed; one 
of the subordinated engineers even signified that actually all projects 
should be send in pencil to Batavia; probably to be niggled on by him.’18

There was much to be discussed in the 1920s regarding Javanese colo-
nial irrigation, as the new impulse for irrigation—expressed in  expenditure 
for irrigation in Fig. 11.1—by the colonial state created much new work 
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for engineers. Those same renewed efforts after the First World War I cre-
ated the space for engineers to renew a debate they had been engaged in 
since the start of colonial irrigation efforts: how to distribute irrigation 
water between the users in irrigation systems. As we will see, De Gruyter 
did not only enter the Javanese irrigation scene when the debate was 
renewed. He did much more than that, as he made proposals of his own 
about how to arrange water distribution and defended them strongly in 
engineering circles. We will also find out, however, that his proposals 
were not readily accepted by his peers, and why this was the case.

Well before De Gruyter’s efforts, in the first half of the nineteenth 
century, Dutch colonial engineering irrigation design focused on con-
structing head works, such as barrages in rivers (weirs) and main canals 
diverting water from those rivers to existing irrigated areas and fields. 
Towards the end of the nineteenth century, engineering attention gradu-
ally moved to designing complete irrigation systems from intake to field 
drains. As such, engineers had to deal with a growing number of related 
issues, from stability of intakes to ways of delivering water to fields. A 
major duty of Dutch irrigation engineers was to ensure that Java’s irriga-
tion systems supplied water to a diversity of crops.

Javanese farmers grew rice on their fields in the wet West Monsoon—
between October and April. In the East Monsoon, with much lower 
water availability from rain or rivers, Javanese peasants grew dry crops 
(polowidjo) such as root crops, beans and ground nuts on part of their 
land. The other main crop in need of irrigation was sugar cane, the major 
cash crop grown on Java.19 The importance of cash crops had been cre-
ated between 1830 and (about) 1870, when Javanese farmers had to cul-
tivate certain cash crops within the Cultivation System.20 Two of the 
crops that were enforced by the colonial government needed irrigation: 
sugar cane, to produce sugar, and indigo. The income generated by the 
enforced cultivation of cash crops was considerable: in the period between 
1851 and 1860, almost a third of the income of the Dutch state came 
from the Netherlands East Indies.21 Under the Cultivation System, sugar 
companies were under direct control of the colonial government. After 
the gradual abolishment of the Cultivation System in the second half of 
the nineteenth century, it was private sugar companies that produced the 
sugar from the cane. These companies exploited factories on Java, but did 
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not actually own the land on which the sugar cane itself grew. The com-
panies rented the land for a period of three years from Javanese 
landowners.22

Sugar cane was the most important irrigated commercial crop by far, 
with its sugar serving the world market. Sugar cane was particularly 
grown in East Java. The famine in 1850/1851 in Demak, central Java, 
stimulated criticism of the Cultivation System. This criticism coincided 
with a general call for liberalization of economic activities in favour of 
private initiatives. The famines were seen as resulting from sugar cane 
being a major constraint for peasant production to reach a sufficient level. 
Sugar cane claimed valuable irrigation water, both for the crop and for 
driving the watermills to crush the cane. Furthermore, sugar cane was 
removed rather late from the fields, basically when the West Monsoon 
had already started and growing rice was again hampered. As long as the 
Cultivation System allowed the profits to go to the colonial government, 
it was hardly interested in such problems. With the sugar industry still 
largely under governmental control, rice interests came second.23

After the gradual abolishment of the Cultivation System and the 
increase of private economic activities, the government no longer bene-
fited directly from cash crops. This change in interest coincided with—or 
allowed—a growing concern about the welfare of the Javanese peasant. 
One of the first measures the government took was aimed at decreasing 
water use by watermills belonging to sugar factories (1870). Another 
measure concerned the cropping dates of sugar cane (1871). In the West 
Monsoon, all irrigation water was to be made available for rice after 15 
October.24 Despite these measures, conflicts between rice and sugar 
cane—which were grown within the same irrigation systems—remained. 
Rice did not compete with sugar cane for irrigation water during the 
West Monsoon, as sugar cane did not require irrigation at that time. 
However, the cane required much of the scarce irrigation water in the dry 
East Monsoon and did compete directly with polowidjo crops for water. 
Furthermore, the issue of the effect of late removal of sugar cane on rice 
harvests on those fields remained.

How to deal with these competing demands became a major issue of 
Dutch colonial irrigation water management. Growing sugar cane was 
seen as very valuable and a very good example of maximization of the 
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value of the water. Polowidjo would allow two families to make a living, 
whereas the same area with sugar cane provided income for up to six 
families.25 At the same time, even its high profits should not mean the 
unlimited growth of sugar cane: Javanese agriculture had to be able to 
exist and grow too. The Javanese had to eat, but exporting rice could 
perhaps become an interesting future economic option as well. These 
considerations led to a water distribution policy that strived to maximize 
the economic value of irrigation water—a value that in the Netherlands 
East Indies was expressed in the value of the total crop harvested on a 
certain surface area.

The total value of a crop, already mentioned in the report of 1879 
mentioned above, could be expressed in monetary terms and was created 
by applying the correct amount of water.26 Irrigation water could be val-
ued differently in terms of location and the time when water was avail-
able. Irrigating a crop that had just received water or irrigating fallow 
land did not create additional value, or could even be harmful. Irrigating 
crops in need of water created a very high value. From all these different 
values of crops and fields, a theoretical total value for all water at a 
moment in time could be calculated. This total value and how to reach it 
varied from moment to moment, depending on the actual situation of 
crops and water availability.

This importance of the actual crop harvest was not only a direct inheri-
tance from the Cultivation System, when the cash crops that were sold on 
the world market produced huge amounts of money for the Dutch gov-
ernment, but was also related to the colonial tax system on Java. The tax 
to be paid by farmers and companies in the Netherlands East Indies was 
based on the actual crop that was harvested on a standard area of land—
cash or food crops alike. The higher the harvest, the higher the tax would 
be. As I have explained in more detail elsewhere, this Dutch colonial 
taxation system contrasted rather strongly with the system in British 
India.27 In India, irrigation was also important to the colonial state, but 
much more to ensure food security. Whether land could be irrigated to 
prevent crop failure was more important than irrigating for maximum 
harvest. Not coincidentally, land taxes in British India were higher for 
fields that could be irrigated, irrespective of how water was used.
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 Puddings and Trains

On Java, with cash crops under private management after the Cultivation 
System had been abolished, land taxes based on crop production had 
become the main source of income for the colonial government. Irrigation 
had to ensure maximum harvests and thus maximum monetary values 
per surface area by applying the correct amount of water to crops at the 
correct moment.28 Adaptation to actual circumstances and demands was 
a key element to ensure maximum values for water use at all times and at 
all places within irrigated areas. This created the necessity to adapt, mea-
sure and control flows of water to different parts of the irrigation system, 
units, fields or even crops, to allow for changing demands for water at 
different places in the system at different times. In 1893, the colonial 
government invited the Director of Public Works to ‘design, in consulta-
tion with his colleague from the Civil Service, regulations for distribution 
of irrigation water in the areas of Pekalen and Pategoean, respectively in 
the residencies of Probolinggo and Pasoeroean, which could be applied as 
a test, which, when they prove to perform well in practice, can be defini-
tively established later’.29

An experiment in these two small irrigation systems on East Java had 
to suggest the most appropriate water management regulation. Lamminga 
was involved in the design of the Pekalen works. Even though there was 
a preference for the Pategoean method expressed by the colonial govern-
ment, the water distribution regulation developed in the Pemali irriga-
tion area around Tegal in Central Java became the standard approach. 
The Pemali works and its regulation were designed by Lamminga and his 
team; the Pemali system is credited for setting the standard for later sys-
tems in terms of water distribution.30 The influence of this system is also 
explained when taking into account the debate in the Netherlands East 
Indies at the turn of the twentieth century on the (negative) impacts of 
Dutch colonial rule on the Javanese. Dutch colonial rule would put too 
much pressure on the Javanese population and keep the farmers in a con-
tinuing situation of poverty. Irrigation was seen as a major solution for 
farmers’ poverty. Around the same time, the Pemali system was seen as 
one of the better functioning irrigation systems, which was a major  reason 
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for it to become the standard design and implementation for irrigation 
on Java.31

Over the years, more defined design standards developed, particularly 
how to compute canal dimensions and which division structures to use. 
The designs of the huge Krawang works—irrigable area of 100,000 acres 
on West Java, opened in November 1925—provided much of the stan-
dards for De Gruyter’s work.32 Originally, the Krawang standards pre-
scribed the so-called Cipoletti and Thomson weirs as measuring structures. 
These devices were accurate and could be easily moved around—an asset 
as early canals did not have permanent measuring devices and the water 
distributed to sugar cane was measured just before the water entered the 
field(s).33 In later designs, permanent Cipoletti weirs were placed down-
stream of intakes of all canals leading to groups of fields. This allowed 
permanent water measurement, but was also seen as somewhat cumber-
some, because inflow control through the intake gate and flow measure-
ment at the Cipoletti weir were separate actions at separate locations. A 
device that could both control and measure irrigation water would save 
much time and effort.

Dutch engineers discussed their preferred solution in their own colo-
nial engineering journal De Waterstaatsingenieur, typically referring to 
experiences elsewhere. It was Dutch irrigation engineer S.H.A. Begemann 
who introduced such an external structure when he applied a Venturi 
structure in the Penewon area, just south of Modjokerto in East Java in 
1923.34 His Venturimeter became the new standard for discharge mea-
surement structures in the East Indies. Begemann and his colleagues had 
known Venturis for many years, as they had been applied in the 
Netherlands East Indies as measuring devices in the closed conduits of 
drinking water systems. After reading about experiences in British India 
and the USA with Venturis in irrigation networks, Begemann decided to 
build them himself.35 The results from his designs allowed Begemann to 
prove that his Venturis worked well. They could measure water flows and 
were easy to manage. Furthermore, they did not need huge water level 
differences between upstream and downstream sides of the structure—a 
huge advantage in the flat areas on the Javanese north coast where the 
Dutch built most of their new systems after 1920.
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As a result, the second half of the 1920s saw Venturi structures appear 
as popular discharge measurement structures in new and existing irriga-
tion systems on Java. In the Krawang system, the Cipoletti weirs that 
were originally planned were replaced with Venturi structures; in Demak, 
Venturi structures gradually replaced existing structures. This popularity 
of the Venturi did not mean that the discussion about the perfect water 
control structure stopped in colonial irrigation circles. As late as the 
1930s, reports continued to document experiments with different mea-
suring devices.36 Already in 1925, in an attempt to promote another 
alternative, De Gruyter proposed a structure designed by himself in an 
extensive overview of possible discharge measurement structures. His 
structure was ‘a hotch-potch of the broad crested weir, the regular sluice 
and the Venturi-flume. It possesses such particularly suited qualities, that 
in my view it is the most ideal type by far.’37

Similar to Begemann, who used experience from elsewhere in selecting 
the Venturi, De Gruyter had adapted an existing irrigation structure from 
British India ‘from Mr. Crump of the Punjab Irrigation’.38 De Gruyter 
knew that the irrigation systems on the Indian subcontinent had long 
canals and many outlets. As already explained, British colonial irrigation 
was based on the principle that it was much more important that many 
fields could be irrigated. Exact water measurement was not very impor-
tant. Furthermore, with British indirect colonial rule, operation of the 
large irrigation systems had to be simple, by as few people as possible, and 
cheap. What the British were looking for was an irrigation system, which 
would function without management, by itself as it were. In 1922, 
Crump introduced his own invention in irrigation systems in the Punjab: 
the Adjustable Proportional Module (APM). The structure consisted of a 
narrow throat with a sloping sill and rounded roof-block on top of the 
throat to create an orifice. Its hydraulic properties ensured that the water 
flow through the structure was relatively constant. As such, an APM pro-
vided a predictable amount of water without much need for actual man-
agement from engineers or other irrigation staff.

What De Gruyter proposed was replacing Crump’s original fixed roof- 
block with an adjustable sliding gate.39 This would change the APM from 
a device that gave stable water flows into an adjustable water control 
structure that could be used for discharge measurement and regulation. 
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De Gruyter had clearly studied British Indian irrigation. His personal 
copy of an important British irrigation handbook contains notes and 
sketches on many pages.40 In his 1925 paper introducing his idea, De 
Gruyter had good hopes ‘to convince the reader about the eminent prop-
erties of this construction’.41 What he could not yet show was results of 
his own proposals regarding existing irrigation on Java. Therefore he pro-
posed to experiment with his structure. Perhaps a secondary canal in the 
Tjipoenegara works close to Pamanoekan could be used? Unfortunately, 
the Cipoletti weirs in this system were replaced with the new and popular 
Venturimeters.

De Gruyter had to look for other options to test his own idea. After 
being given the opportunity to experiment with his structure in the 
Irrigation Department Tjimanoek, the area around Indramajoe, he pro-
vided an extensive description of the structure, especially its hydraulic 
behaviour; the experiments showed him that the structure was even bet-
ter than he had thought! Nevertheless, the apple of his eye was never 
really considered by his peers from civil engineering as a breakthrough in 
colonial irrigation on Java. It is very likely that the way the structure was 
introduced into the debate influenced its success. De Gruyter could not 
show results from Javanese irrigation practice, so he proposed a structure 
based on theoretical considerations. This experimental status was hard to 
overcome in the practice-oriented network of civil irrigation engineers, as 
De Gruyter himself acknowledges. ‘The writer fully acknowledges the 
general need, before importing new constructions, not to take chances, 
not to ban the old before the new has sufficiently proven in practice to 
possess bigger advantages than the old.’42 But he continued, somewhat 
disappointed, ‘[n]evertheless one should still give the new a chance and 
this can only be achieved by constructing it’.43

This last argument was right on the money. In East Indian irrigation, 
the proof of the pudding was in the eating. Whether candidate structures 
came from areas close to Java or from further away, and irrespective of 
whether they had to be changed much, successes of proposals had to be 
shown in practice. De Gruyter could not show results from Javanese irri-
gation practice for his modified Crump flume. His position at that time 
within the Central Office of the Vorstenlanden would not have helped. 
The Vorstenlanden, the area associated with the Sultan of Jogjakarta, 
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were semi-independent Javanese kingdoms within the colonial state. The 
Central Office served as a kind of Ministry of Public Works; De Gruyter 
would have done mainly deskwork. This position made it difficult for 
him to enter the practice-oriented network of irrigation engineers. 
Begemann could propose the Venturi structure based on his own trials 
and experiences in ‘his own’ Javanese irrigation system. De Gruyter had 
no real-time irrigation systems to show.

For De Gruyter 1926 was a year of debate. We do not encounter any-
thing from him in 1927, but we know that he took a well-deserved nine 
months of leave in The Netherlands. At the end of 1928, De Gruyter 
returned to Java. Again, we do not encounter much of him in the archives, 
but his resignation in 1929 as member of the VWI suggests that his dis-
appointment in his fellow irrigation engineers’ reception of his ideas had 
not yet changed. Only in 1933 do we find De Gruyter back in the archi-
val record, which shows that he had become an engineer with the Javanese 
State Railway Company (JSRC). In April 1934, he even became the 
Head of the Experimental Bureau for Rolling Stock of JSRC. Railways 
were a relatively new field of engineering in the East Indies and became 
closely related to the field of hydropower. From the late nineteenth cen-
tury onwards, hydropower exploitation started as a private initiative—
starting in the city of Bandoeng in 1906. In 1912, the Governmental 
Railways became interested in electrifying part of their network and 
established a hydropower unit. In 1917, the railway hydropower unit 
merged with the governmental Electrical System Unit to form the Service 
for Hydropower and Electricity, with its head office in Bandoeng.44

The Hydropower Service employed civil, mechanical and electro- 
technical engineers, with quite a few coming from other countries than 
the Netherlands; many came from Switzerland. After all, Dutch engi-
neers were not really known for their experience with hydropower gen-
eration. Hydropower had ‘something of the unknown, of the mystique, 
which attracts the normal Dutchman with so much power to the moun-
tains’.45 Colonial reliance on foreign engineers is also reflected in the 
numbers of engineers hired (Fig. 11.2). That same figure also shows that 
the number of foreign engineers declined in the late 1920s. This reflects 
the Dutch desire to become less dependent on foreign experts and to 
replace them with experienced Dutch engineers. Finding (experienced) 
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irrigation engineers to work in hydropower was not that easy, as experi-
enced engineers were not always found—or were perhaps not attracted to 
the field. For De Gruyter, however, with his recent disappointments, a 
move from irrigation to another field may have been very attractive. We 
can only speculate, as the archives provide no evidence, but it is likely 
that De Gruyter replaced one of those foreign engineers in colonial gov-
ernment service.

 Local Made Global

Perhaps the colonial railways were not that attractive or perhaps De 
Gruyter had had enough of the colonial world, but whatever the case, a 
little over one year later after his appointment as head, in August 1935, 
Paul de Gruyter returned to the world of water. He did so in The 
Netherlands, as he was appointed as Head of the Technical Service of the 
Rijnland Water Board (one of the largest and oldest such boards in the 
country). Again, we do not find too much of his work and career there. 
What we do know is that he remained the Chief Engineer of Rijnland 
until 1958, when he took up a position for the United Nations in Syria. 
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Fig. 11.2 Numbers of engineers and their training origin in the Netherlands East 
Indies. (Numbers from Ravesteijn: Zegenrijke heeren, Annex F, p. 358)
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This move reflects the changing position of Dutch engineering within the 
emerging international realities after the Second World War and its 
decolonization trends.

Indonesia’s independence in the 1940s effectively put a halt to the 
massive Dutch engineering efforts in the colony. The Second World War 
forms a line of demarcation for the Netherlands East Indian irrigation 
context. Indonesia disappeared as a secure field of practice. This disrup-
tion of colonial realities after 1945 was not unique for Indonesia and the 
Netherlands; within twenty years most colonies gained their indepen-
dence and were redefined as ‘developing countries’. In this new reality 
Dutch irrigation engineers started to work in countries worldwide; the 
first generation did so with their experience in the Indies embodied in 
their persons, while the second generation did so based on their educa-
tion and training in Delft. Dutch engineers started working in other 
tropical regions and engineers from different countries started to work in 
independent Indonesia.

Before the Second World War, about 280 (mainly Dutch) engineers 
had been employed by the Netherlands East Indian Department of Public 
Works. After 1945, some 100 engineers remained active in the areas 
under Dutch control. Irrigation received relatively little attention; restor-
ing and building transportation infrastructure was of much higher 
importance. In 1949, formal negotiations between Dutch and Indonesian 
representatives confirmed what had been coming for many years: 
Indonesia became an independent republic. Despite the expectation of 
the Dutch—including many engineers who perceived their work as being 
of great value for Indonesia—that a Dutch presence would continue, 
relations with the new Republic of Indonesia cooled down considerably 
in the 1950s. At the end of the 1960s, however, relations improved 
again.46 In 1967, the Indonesian government applied for international 
assistance, focusing on the rehabilitation of existing irrigation infrastruc-
ture. The Dutch offer for assistance was accepted by Indonesia, as we will 
discuss below.

In the meantime, the post-Second World War development aid pro-
grammes, which replaced most colonial development programmes, had 
become a niche for activities of European and American engineers in 
Africa, Asia and Latin America, including most former colonial areas.47 
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International development organizations under the wings of the United 
Nations, such as the Food and Agricultural Organization, the World 
Bank and the Asian Development Bank, required engineering expertise. 
Irrigation development was one of the key fields for increasing global 
food production. In 1951, in response to these developments, Dutch 
engineering firms united themselves in the umbrella organization 
Netherlands Engineering Consultants (NEDCO). Geographically, the 
employment opportunities for Dutch irrigation engineers increased; their 
horizon expanded to countries such as Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, 
Nigeria and Colombia. As such, the colonial engineers were turned into 
international experts, who now lived in and worked from the Netherlands 
but did not work in the Netherlands.

How to translate this new international status of Dutch irrigation 
engineers was not immediately evident. Once Indonesia’s independence 
effectively put a halt to Dutch engineering intervention in this territory 
and the East Indies as an employment option had disappeared, the direct 
connection between education and employment had been cut and the 
usefulness of specific colonial educational programmes was discussed 
immediately. The Agricultural School in Wageningen—the other key 
education institute for the colony—kept offering specializations directed 
at non-Dutch regions, but renamed them ‘tropical’, not ‘colonial’.48 
Within Delft, similar discussions could not be avoided; the focus of the 
discussions was on its own graduates, Bandoeng was ignored.49 After 
1945, Delft students could continue to graduate in irrigation. Where 
they could choose between two main graduation specializations in 1930 
(‘Dutch’ civil engineering and ‘East-Indian’ civil engineering, with just a 
few courses being different), the 1955 programme offered a prospective 
engineer seven specializations: (1) general hydraulic engineering, (2) pol-
ders, (3) irrigation and hydropower, (4) bridges and roads, (5) utility 
buildings, (6) sanitary engineering and (7) theoretical subjects.50 From 
these options, the specialization for irrigation and hydropower, the ‘non- 
native branches of civil engineering practice’, was the successor of the 
East-Indian programme.51

Armed with the continued attention for irrigation after 1945, the pro-
fessors responsible for irrigation education at Dutch institutes were 
among the first to emphasize the need to broaden the perspective of 
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 irrigation engineering from the East Indies to all tropical regions. As a 
Netherlands East-Indian specialist and major player in the international 
water orientation, Eijsvoogel—who had become irrigation professor in 
1946 at the Agricultural School in Wageningen—stressed the attention 
of the Dutch engineers for layout, organization and management of irri-
gation systems. Leaving aside communist countries and some notable 
exceptions to the rule, Eijsvoogel distinguished between ‘distribution to 
the individual farmer where properties have a reasonable size (thus e.g. in 
the USA, South Africa, Australia) and distribution to a group of farmers 
where small landholding prevails (that is in the tropics)’.52 In just a few 
pages, ‘tropics’ had been made equal to ‘Javanese’, when Eijsvoogel stated 
that Lamminga had thoroughly studied and defined the principles which 
had to be applied when designing and constructing irrigation systems in 
‘tropical regions’. In this way, the East Indian irrigation concept, based on 
the commercial crop sugar cane challenging water distribution to food 
crops, was redefined (perhaps narrowed down) to distributing water to 
smallholders.

Some years later, Berkhout, irrigation professor in Delft since 1954, 
emphasized the strategic aspect related to attention for irrigation in the 
Netherlands. Allowing the irrigation domain to disappear from the Delft 
curriculum would mean that the Netherlands could not maintain its 
leading position in the international aid programmes that emerged 
worldwide. Global recognition of the importance of irrigation for food 
production was increasing.53 It was observed that the expertise available 
in the Netherlands because of its East Indian past should not be wasted. 
Apart from its colonies at that time, Surinam and New Guinea, and the 
UN-guided development programmes, Berkhout saw possibilities for 
cooperation within the context of Benelux.54 Dutch engineers could 
assist Belgium to develop irrigation in its African colony Congo. Involving 
Dutch irrigation engineers in the British and French territories would be 
an option too, as was a return to Indonesia sometime in the future. All in 
all, Berkhout was very pleased that irrigation had not only maintained a 
professorship, but also that a condensed course in irrigation was obliga-
tory for all civil engineering students.55

In 1958, De Gruyter returned to the international community with 
his two-year appointment as water management expert in Syria. What his 
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tasks were exactly remains unclear, but his appointment confirms that 
Netherlands East Indian irrigation expertise could be successfully rede-
fined as international water expertise. Interestingly, Indonesian practice 
suggests a different move. Where the Dutch managed to rephrase their 
colonial expertise as international expertise, in Indonesia that same colo-
nial expertise was redefined as Indonesian expertise—at least partially by 
the Dutch themselves.

The Dutch engineers returned to Indonesia in 1967, when an 
Indonesian large-scale programme of rehabilitation and/or upgrading of 
some 780,000 hectares—with 90% on Java—was launched. The Dutch 
government offered assistance as well, and Dutch engineers started to 
work on such projects as the Tarum canals on West Java and the 
Djratunseluna area on Central Java.56 Next to rehabilitation, some new 
irrigation facilities were included as well, although new designs were very 
often based on, or directly related to, colonial plans and reports. 
Colonization of Javanese on the other islands remained an important 
policy for independent Indonesia. Relabelled ‘transmigration’, resettle-
ment programmes were resumed, and between 1950 and 1974 in total 
about 500,000 people were resettled in the Outer Islands. In 1980, about 
a million people had been resettled, where the third five-year develop-
ment plan (Repelita III, planning period 1979–1984) achieved the reset-
tlement of almost 1.5 million people.57 As in colonial times, developing 
irrigation was nearly always included in transmigration projects, as in 
Lampung—an important target area for transmigration.58

Up to the early 2000s, when I visited the area, new irrigation systems 
had been constructed in the Lampung area. In 2003, the responsible 
Japanese consulting designer had just selected and constructed Crump–
De Gruyter gates for off-takes to canals—De Gruyter would have been 
very pleased with that choice. Relevant for this chapter is that the Japanese 
design documents explicitly refer to the Irrigation Design Standards 
(IDS) of Indonesia. These were published in 1986 by the Indonesian 
government in a successful attempt to standardize irrigation design in 
Indonesia and effectively limit the number of different types of structures 
applied in Indonesia. The IDS series includes thirteen volumes and was 
produced with the assistance of a Dutch consulting firm. It presents an 
overview of the irrigation design process, with available options for 
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 different elements of an irrigation system in a ‘how-to-do-it’ approach. 
The first volume stresses that it includes only the ‘[i]rrigation systems and 
methods as commonly used in Indonesia’.59

Each of the design criteria volumes, apart from Volume VII (Drawing 
Standards) contains a list of references. Original material from the 
Netherlands East Indies is quoted in three volumes, dealing with the gen-
eral approach to irrigation design, canal sedimentation and control struc-
tures. Measuring and regulating flows remains a top priority, but a 
designer can now select from a group of distribution structures, including 
a Crump–De Gruyter gate. The influence of the standards is consider-
able, not only because irrigation designers (need to) apply them; the stan-
dards are also used as lecture material in educating Indonesian civil 
engineers, providing the design rules for future Indonesian irrigation 
engineers. The Dutch consultants who coauthored the Irrigation IDS 
will probably have recognized (perhaps even used) their own lecture notes 
from Delft in the writing process.

 De Gruyter and Dutch Irrigation

This chapter has presented Paul de Gruyter, a Dutch engineer with an 
international career. His career allowed the discussion of several aspects of 
Dutch colonial engineers in relation to their knowledges, networks and 
professional environments. De Gruyter enjoyed his education in Delft. 
In contrast with the civil engineers who had been trained in Delft before 
1910, he had been prepared for working in the East Indies. Where the 
first Dutch engineers left for Batavia with a thoroughly Dutch-centred 
education, graduates after 1910 did so with at least a few courses and 
exercises on technical topics relevant for East India—mainly irrigation. 
De Gruyter joined the East Indian Department of Public Works, to be 
exposed to its hierarchy in different ways. First, he was the youngest engi-
neer in the ranks, and promotion was arranged in a strict schedule. 
Second, all his work had to be checked by his superiors, both in his direct 
working circle as by the Department itself in Batavia. Third, when De 
Gruyter shared his own proposals for better water distribution on Java in 
a series of papers in the periodical of the engineering profession on Java, 
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he discovered that these did not find a warm welcome. He had to com-
pete with proposals from other engineers, who did have more practical 
experience, could test their own proposals because of their position, and 
as such could show success in irrigation practice—not just theory. 
Whether the move to the railways and later The Netherlands was a way 
to find more recognition is not clear, but it is tempting to argue along 
those lines. It must have been disappointing for De Gruyter that the 
Crump–De Gruyter gate did not find the warm welcome he himself 
thought it deserved.

De Gruyter’s return to The Netherlands and his move to Syria in 1958 
allowed an exploration of the relations between The Netherlands, its 
main colony the Indies and the global world of development after 1945. 
The strong position the Dutch and their engineers held in the growing 
field of international development projects allowed Paul de Gruyter to 
move east once more in the late 1950s. There he would have encountered 
colleagues from other European countries, who, as much as the Dutch 
did with their experience from the former Netherlands East Indies, used 
colonial expertise, as the British did with former British India and the 
French with North Africa.60

When former colonies became independent nations, the majority of 
Dutch, French or British colonial engineers became international experts. 
As the Dutch did with their Javanese irrigation approach, colonial exper-
tise was translated into an international approach, based on the claim 
that the (Javanese, Indian, African) context was typical for the interna-
tional development context—obviously a convenient argument when the 
aim is to maintain employability for former colonial experts. Maintaining 
the employability of ‘non-Dutch experts’ was certainly the wish of Delft 
Polytechnic, which redefined its colonial programmes into international 
programmes—even though the training material remained firmly based 
on the colonial approach. Still, after 1945 the Dutch and international 
water worlds remained rather separate for many decades. This is shown in 
Delft education, where prospective water engineers could either take a 
Dutch-oriented water programme or an internationally oriented pro-
gramme at relevant universities. Scientific staff at those same universities 
either taught within the Dutch or the international programme.61
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Direct relations between the Dutch and colonial engineering contexts 
were not very strong in terms of knowledge and professional exchange. I 
have not found many engineers who like De Gruyter started working in 
Dutch engineering after an East Indian career. Circumstances may have 
changed, but irrigation design and management practices in the post- 
colonial period remained largely based on colonial approaches. Although 
he could not witness it himself, De Gruyter probably would have liked 
the idea that the water distribution structure he had proposed in the 
Netherlands East Indies in the 1920s—which had been rejected by his 
peers at the time—had become one of the possible applications that 
international experts could select when designing Indonesian irrigation 
systems as late as the early 2000s.
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